Business Travelers
& Posted Workers
IDENTIFY > TRACK > MANAGE

PinPoint is an intuitive, web-based app that
enables you to:
•

Identify business travelers and posted workers

•

Track business travelers, flag tax and
immigration risk and initiate compliance

•

Manage posted worker data collection,
registration and at-post tracking

Automatic Identification
PinPoint automatically tracks employee travel
through integration with travel, expense, security
or time tracking systems.
Once an employee meets a tax, social security,
immigration or posted worker threshold,
PinPoint creates a case, generates tasks, and
notifies stakeholders.
Employees can also be given the chance
to confirm, amend, or add to their travel
information in the PinPoint app.

Risk and Process Management
Triggers can be set to flag employee travel based on
your risk appetite and internal rules.
Triggers can warn employees of any future travel risks
(e.g. triggering a visa requirement) or notifying managers
that tax or posted worker compliance is required.
PinPoint’s process management automates creation of
task lists and allocation to users. Single use links allow
for secure and easy data uploads , streamlining data
collection processes.

PinPoint makes it easy to identify,
track, and manage business travelers
and posted workers.
Dynamic dashboards and powerful
reporting helps businesses understand
and communicate risk and compliance.
Easy data collection, customization of
triggers, tasks and notifications mean
that PinPoint can add value to any
business.

Automatic Identification

Task Management

Identify employees who need tracking or
posted worker registration through automated
feeds from your travel, expense and security
systems.

Automated tasks guide users through what
they need to do. Notifications and dashboards
flag risks and issues.

Threshold Triggers

Downstream Delivery

Create thresholds for notifications and tasks,
to trigger per your risk appetite and internal
process.

Initiate vendors, create merge documents and
send reports to payroll.

Understand Your Data

Easily Collect Data

Dynamic dashboards that visualize risks and
issues, along with on-demand reporting to help
you stay in control.

Collect data from multiple sources by providing
single use links to allow users to upload quickly
and securely.
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